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FISH  COLLECTIONS  FROM  EASTERN  HUDSON  BAY

D.  E.  McALLIsTER
National  Museum  of  Canada,  Ottawa,  Ontario

INTRODUCTION
FEw  COLLECTIONS  have  been  made  in  the  eastern  waters  of  Canada’s  inland  sea,
Hudson  Bay.  Vladykov  (1933)  and  Dymond  (1933)  describe  the  marine  fish
and  summarize  past  literature.  Dunbar  and  Hildebrand  (1952)  describe  the
fishes  of  Ungava  Bay.  The  only  further  marine  ichthyofaunal  study  has  been
that  of  Edwards  (1961)  on  the  fishes  of  Richmond  Gulf.  However,  reports  on
single  species  have  appeared:  McPhail  (1961)  on  Arctic  charr  and  (1963)  on
ninespine  stickleback,  Legendre  (1961)  on  the  Greenland  cod  and  Scott  (1960)
on  the  round  whitefish.  McAllister  (1960)  provided  a  key  to  the  marine  Arctic
Canadian  fishes,  including  Hudson  Bay.  References  to  the  literature  up  to
1960  on  freshwater  fishes  may  be  obtained  from  Harper  (1961)  and  Fowler
(1961).  Power  and  Oliver  (1961)  give  freshwater  records  from  the  southern
Ungava  Bay  drainage.

The  area  must  still  be  considered  poorly  known  as  each  study  has  revealed
further  species.  In  Richmond  Gulf,  for  example,  the  National  Museum  of
Canada  expedition  in  only  ten  marine  stations  was  able  to  add  four  species  to
Edward’s  (1961)  list—the  lumpfish,  round  whitefish,  lake  whitefish,  and  the
Arctic  sculpin.  One  collection  by  the  Fisheries  Research  Board  in  1959  has
been  found  to  contain  a  further  species,  the  American  plaice,  Hippoglossoides
platessoides.  Further  work  would  be  worthwhile,  particularly  in  the  deeper
waters.

This  paper  briefly  reports  on  marine  and  freshwater  fishes  collected  by
the  National  Museum  of  Canada  expedition  to  eastern  Hudson  Bay  in  the
summer  of  1963.  The  author  and  Dr.  A.  H.  Clarke,  Jr.,  assisted  by  Mr.  H.  D.
Athearn,  collected  fishes,  molluscs,  and  other  invertebrates  from  Port  Harrison
in  the  north  to  Moosonee,  James  Bay,  in  the  south.  Additional  collections
made  by  John  G.  Robertson  at  Povungnituk  in  1963  are  also  reported  on.
Figure  1  shows  the  locality  of  the  collecting  sites;  Table  1  presents  the  field  data.

ITINERARY

The  author  left  Ottawa  on  July  7,  by  train  and  arrived  at  Moosonee  July  8.
On  July  10  he  took  off  by  Canso  aircraft  for  Port  Harrison  and  en  route  picked
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TABLE 1.—Field Data for Collections

;  pbs  Temperature  CaptureColl.  No.  Locality  Salinity  oC  Bottom  Depth  -  GearFeet
NMC63-162  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  16  stones,  pebbles  —  seal  net
NMC63-163  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  glene  and  seaweed  —  gill  netrocky
NMC63-164  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  |  salt  —  algae  and  seaweed  5-30  line  with  spoonstones,  pebbles  gill  net
NMC63-165  P.O.:  Povungnituk  |  salt  —  algae  and  seaweed  5-30  line  with  spoonstones, pebbles
NMC63-166  P.Q.:  Small  stream  |  fresh  —  algae,  rocky  2  gill  net

entering
.  Povungnituk  R.

NMC63-167  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  |  salt  —  else  and  seaweed]  10-40  line  with  spoonrocky
NMC63-168  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  |  salt  —  algae  and  seaweed  4-20  line  with  spoonrocky
NMC63-169  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  algae,  rocky  2  3  inch  gill  net
NMC63-170  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  algae,  rocky  3-6  gill  net
NMC63-171  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  rocky  1-3  gill  net
NMC63-172  P.O.:  Povungnituk  |  salt  —  plese  and  seaweed]  10-20  line  with  spoonrocky
NMC63-173  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  =  algae,  rocky  1-3  gill  netNMC63-174  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  rocky  ==  =
NMC63-175  P.Q.:  Povungnituk  —  —  =  —  gill  net
NMC63-176  P.Q.:  Small  stream  |  fresh  —  algae,  rocky  1_5  gill  net

entering
Povungnituk R.

NMC63-177  P.Q.:PovungnitukR.|  fresh  —  algae,  rocky  3  gill  net
NMC63-178  P.Q.:PovungnitukR.|  fresh  —  algae,  rocky  4  gill  net
NMC63-179  P.O.:PovungnitukR.  —  —  rocky  15-30  line  with  spoon
NMC63-180  P.O.:PovungnitukR.|  fresh  i  algae,  rocky  2  gill  net
NMC63-195  P.Q.:  Head  Five  7.9  parts  8.5  algae,  sand  0-3  bag  seine

Mile  Inlet  per  thou-
sand

NMC63-196  P.Q.:  Head  Five  7.9  parts  9.0  rocky  0-2  rotenone
Mile  Inlet  per  thou-

sand
NMC63-197  P.Q.:  Rivermouth,  probably  3  boulders  8-15  3-inch  gill  net

head Five Mile brackish
Inlet

NMC63-198  N.W.T.:  off  n.  end  |  salt  ca.  4  mud  60  2-foot  dredge
Patterson I.

NMC63-199  P.Q.:  rill  tributary  |  fresh  10.5  grass,  pebbles,  0-23  rotenoneto  lake  3  mi.  ne.  mud
Port Harrison

NMC63-200  P.Q.:  mainland  opp.|  28  parts  6  sand  0-3  bag  seine
Hotchkiss  Is.  per  thou-

sand
NMC63-201  P.Q.:  mainland  opp.|  salt  6  boulders,  gravel  20-40  3_and  23-inch

Hotchkiss  Is.  gill  net
NMC63-202  P.Q.:  mainland  opp.)  salt  9.5  sand  and  clay  0-3  rotenone

Hotchkiss  Is.  few  boulders
NMC63-203  P.Q.:  bay  4+  mi.  off  |  salt  —  ar  60  3_  and  24-inch

rowel  Kikkerteluk  gill  net
NMC63-204  P.Q.:  mouth  _  —  rock  and  sand  0-3  '  3-inch  gill  net

Kikkerteluk R.
NMC63-205  P.Q.:  2  mi.  above  fresh  —  weeds  —  dipnet

mouen Kikkerteluk
NMC63-206  N.W.T.:  Tottenham]  24partsper  8.5  sand  25  3-  and  23-inch

Bay!  ne.  end  thousand  gill  net
Broughton  I.  at  surface

NMC63-207  N.S.T.:  Tottenham  |  24  parts  8.5  fucus,  boulders  0-2  rotenone
ne, end Broughton | per thou-
1  sand

NMC63-208  N.W.T.:  lakes,  fresh  14  gravel,  sand,  1-3  line  with
Conee  Broughton  boulders  spinner

NMC63-209  N.W.T.:  side  pool,  |  fresh  +14  grass,  sand,  silt  0-4  rotenone
upper lake, centre
Broughton I.

NMC63-210-S  |  N.W.T.:  found  on  —  —  =  os  =
shore e. central
Broughton I.

NMC63-211  N.W.T.:  bay,  s.  end]  salt  10  =  40  3-  and  23-inchMowat  I.  gill  net
NMC63-212  N.W.T.:  bay,  s.  salt  10  at  surface]  fucus,  rocky  10  jigging  with
,  end  Mowat  I.  i  spoon
NMC63-213  P.Q.:  Nastapoka  R.  |  fresh  —  sand,  gravel  75  dipnet

2 mi. above mouth

1Suggested name for unnamed bay at 57°25’N, 76°49’W, at northeast end of Broughton Island (see fig. 1 and 4).
Named after Const. R. L. Tottenham of the Northwest Mounted Police.
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TABLE 1.—cont'd.

:  nee  Temperature  CaptureColl.  No.  Locality  Salinity  be  Bottom  Depth  -  GearFeet
NMC63-214  N.W.T.:  bay,  ne.  salt  —  sea  urchins,  30-35  gill  net

end  Anderson  I.  brittle  stars  aa
NMC63-215  N.W.T.:  stream,  fresh  6  algae  clumps  Br  i8  dipnetenters  bay  ne.  end  sand,  silt,  i

Anderson  I.  detritus
NMC63-216  N.W.T.:  lake,  35-ft.  |  fresh  —  boulders  and  sand  1-2  hand

altitude ne. end
Anderson I,

NMC63-217  N.W.T.:  tide  pool  salt  10  rocky  with  0-1  rotenone
s.  tip  Ross  I.  boulders  and

gravel  5
NMC63-218  P.Q.:  pool,  lake  fresh  =  weeds,  sand  =  hand

outlet  s.  side  large  ze
island, Richmond
Gulf

NMC63-219  P.Q.:  bay  s.  side  ca.  14-16  14  sand  1-3  bag,  seine
large  island,  parts  per
Richmond  Gulf  thousand  '

NMC63-220  P.Q.:  bay  s.  side  +16  10  at  surface|  sand,  silt  5-20  #-  and  24-inch
large  island,  parts  per  gill  net
Richmond Gulf thousand

NMC63-221  P.Q.:  bay  s.  side  fresh  16.5  algae,  boulders  0-34  rotenone
large island,Richmond Gulf

NMC63-222  P.Q.:  Deer  R.  2  mi.  |  fresh  16.5  algae,  boulders  4  gill  net
above mouth,Richmond Gulf

NMC63-223  P.Q.:  Richmond  salt  —  mud  and  clay  36-90  2-foot  dredge
Guit Z mi. w. Deer
R. mouth

NMC63-224  P.Q.:  Richmond  salt  —  —  —  floating  4-inch
Gulf  3  mi.  nw.  gill  net
Deer R. mouth

NMC63-225  P.Q.:  island  off  ca.  16  18  fucus,  boulders  0-3  rotenone
Charr  Lake?  w.  parts  per  and  sand,  rocky
central Richmond | thousand
Gulf

NMC63-226  P.Q.:  Charr  L.?,  w.  |  fresh  —  _  —  —central Richmond
Gulf

NMC63-227  P.Q.:  just  outside  somewhat  —  sand  Q-2  bag  seine
Clearwater  R.  brackish
lagoon

NMC63-228  P.Q.:  Clearwater  R.|  fresh  —_  boulders  0-10  2-inch  gill  net
just below rapids
at mouth

NMC63-229  P.Q.:  lagoon,  mouth]  brackish  —-  —  12  3-  and  24-inch
;  of  Clearwater  R.  gill  netNMC63-230  P.Q.:  bog  pond,  fresh  —  grass,  moss,  1}  dipnet

shore  Clearwater  black  mud
R. lagoon

NMC63-231  P.Q.:  bay,  s.  of  e.  salt  12.5  boulders  and  sand|  10-15  jigging  with
end  of  Gulf  at  surface  spoon
Hazard, in
Richmond  Gulf  :

NMC63-232  P.Q.:  bay,  s.  side  of  |  salt  >  algae  mat  on  0-24  bag  seine
e.  end  of  Gulf  gravel
Hazard  ;

NMC63-233  P.Q.:  bay,  s.  of  e.  salt  —  sea  urchins  and  25  3_  and  23-inch
end  of  Gulf  shells  gill  net
Hazard, in
Richmond  Gulf  :NMC63-234  P.Q.:  bay,  s.  of  e.  salt  =  boulders,  sand  7-15  2-inch  gill  net
end of Gulf
Hazard, in
Richmond  Gulf  ,

NMC63-235  N.W.T.:  n.  end  of  salt  —_  fucus,  sea  urchins  15-50  4-  and  23-inch
Castle  I.  in  e.  end  mussels,  rocky  gill  net
of  Boat  Passage  4

NMC63-236  P.Q.:  bay  n.  central  |  fresh  ca.  18  sand  and  detritus  0-24  bag  seine
shore  Burton  L.  patches  :

NMC63-237  P.Q.:  creek,  n.  fresh  —_—  mud,  gravel  0-3  bag  seine
central  shore  patches
Burton  L.  :

NMC63-238  P.Q.:  middle  branch  |  fresh  —  rocky  =  angling
Roggan  R.  4

NMC63-239  Ont.:  Moose  R.  at  fresh  24  mud  0-3  bag  seine
Moosonee

NMC63-240  Ont.:  creek  fresh  20.5  mud  0-6  dipnet

2Unofficial local name for lake, unnamed on charts.
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up  Dr.  Clarke  and  Mr.  Athearn  at  Great  Whale  River.  We  collected  in  the  Port
Harrison  area  until  July  13,  when  we  left  via  chartered  trap  boat  (see  Figure  7)
for  Great  Whale  River.  Collections  were  made  on  route  to  Great  Whale
River  at  numerous  points.  On  July  23  the  expedition  arrived  in  Great  Whale
River;  the  boat  and  crew  then  returned  to  Port  Harrison.  A  chartered  flight
was  made  to  Burton  Lake  and  Roggan  River  on  July  24.  The  following  day
we  left  via  Canso  for  Moosonee.  Final  fish  collections  were  made  on  July  25
and  26  in  the  Moosonee  area.  The  author  then  returned  to  Ottawa  by  train.

ConDITIONS
Ice  was  reported  to  have  broken  up  on  the  Moose  River  at  Moosonee  on

May  18  and  on  James  Bay  on  June  18.  On  the  trip  up,  little  ice  was  seen  on
James  Bay.  In  Hudson  Bay  there  were  rare  patches  of  ice  south  of  Great
Whale  River,  a  few  broader  patches  northward,  rivers  and  lakes  were  com-
pletely  ice  free,  but  a  few  ravines  had  snow.  On  the  return  trip  by  boat  only
a  single  piece  of  ice  was  seen.  Weather  during  the  boat  trip  varied  from  cool
to  warm,  never  approaching  freezing.  About  half  the  days  were  cloudy,  and
most  cloudy  days  had  some  rain.  Winds  were  light,  the  maximum  being
about  40  mph.  In  Richmond  Gulf  swimming  was  comfortably  indulged  in.
Water  temperatures  at  collecting  stations  varied  from  3°  to  18°  C  in  brackish
and  salt  waters  (the  highest  temperatures  of  14  and  18°  C  in  Richmond  Gulf,
10°  C  elsewhere)  and  from  10.5  to  ca.  18°  C  in  freshwater  (except  in  Moosonee
area  where  20.5°  and  24°  were  recorded).  In  Gulf  Hazard,  which  joins
Hudson  Bay  to  Richmond  Gulf,  surface  temperatures  were  cooled  to  3.5  °  Cat
its  narrowest  and  most  turbulent  point;  here  mist  formed  above  the  water.

Twenty-eight  species  of  fishes  (12  marine,  5  anadromous,  and  11  fresh-
water),  belonging  to  14  families  were  collected.  These  are  discussed  below
in  phylogenetic  order.  The  collection  number  and  the  number  of  specimens
(in  parentheses)  are  given  for  each  collection  of  that  species.

SPECIES
RAJIDAE

Raja  radiata  Donovan,  THORNY  SKATE,  raie
de mer épineuse.

Collections:  NMC62-233  (1)
Represented  only  by  an  egg  capsule.  Al-

though  the  capsule  is  of  smaller  size  (36x48
mm)  than  those  given  by  Vladykov  (1936),
48-73x66-90  mm,  they  are  within  the  limits
of those given by Jensen (1948), 24-41x45-66.
Raja  radiata  is  the  only  skate  known  from
Richmond  Gulf  (Edwards  1961),  or  indeed
Hudson Bay.

SALMONIDAE
Salmoninea

Salvelinus  namaycush  (Walbaum),
CHARR (TROUT), touladi. Figure 2.

Collections:  NMC63-208  (2).
One specimen had eaten half a dozen Pun-

gitius pungitius.

LAKE

Salvelinus alpinus (Linnaeus), ARCTIC CHARR,
omble chevalier.

Collections:  NMC63-162  (1);  NMC63-163
(2);  NMOC63-170  (1);  NMC63-173  (2);
NMC63-178  (1);  NMC  63-180  (1);  NMC
63-197  (not  kept);  NMC  63-199  (3);  NMC
63-204  (2);  NMC63-226  (2).

This  species  is  being  commercially  fished
by  Eskimos  in  Richmond  Gulf  with  Depart-
ment  of  Northern  Affairs  co-operation.
Salvelinus fontinalis (Mitchell), BRooK CHARR

(trout),  omble  de  la  fontaine.
Collections:  NMC63-169  (1);  NMC63-176
(2);  NMOC63-177.  (1);  NMC63-178  (1);
NMC63-205  (1);  NMC63-208  (2);  NMC
63-220  (2);  NMC63-221  (26);  NMC63-228
(22).

Specimens from the lower lake Broughton
Island  (NMC63-208)  were  apparently  sea-
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Povungnituka  mc63—162  to  180

QUEBEC

nmc 63——199

nmc 63—200 to 20

nmc63—203  to  205  Kikkerteluk.R.

HUDSON  BAY

nmc 63-208 to 210 Broughton.  |s  nmc  63-206  to  207

Mowat.ls.
nmc  63—213

nme 63-227 to23
nmc 63-221to0 222

J.  nmc  63-211  to  212
1  Nastapoka.R.
8

nmc 63-2  23  to  224
me  63-225  eer  RNG  163  2.44  f021  Ge  ea  ee

25:  nmc  63—226  |  tnmc  63-21  8to  22  nine  BS  017  Clearwater.  R.
nmc  63-232 ime  nmc  63—231,233,234

|
|

nmc  63—236to23

Ficure  1.  Map  of  eastern  Hudson  Bay  showing  collection  sites  of  1963  National  Museum
of  Canada  expedition.  The  Moosonee  sites  in  southern  James  Bay  are  not  shown.
Numbers  preceded  by  NMC  are  catalogue  numbers.
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run,  as  evidenced  by  copepods  in  their
mouths.  The  Povungnituk  specimens  ap-
parently  extend  the  known  range  north-
ward  over  50  miles  from  the  previous  nor-
thernmost  point  of  Payne  Lake,  mouth  of
outlet,  reported  by  Legendre  and  Rousseau
(1949).  Brook  charr  specimens  from  15
miles inland were also seen at Port Harrison
(but not preserved).

Coregoninea
ROUNDProsopium  cylindraceum  (Pallas),

WHITEFISH, Menomini.
Collections:  NMC63-178  (1);  NMC63-180
(1);  NMC63-228  (3);  NMC63-229  (1).

All  collections  were  from  fresh  water,  ex-
cept  NMC63-229  which  was  brackish.  The
northernmost  Quebec  record  in  the  litera-
ture  appears  to  be  Bateman’s  (77  Harper,
1961)  at  Iron  Lake  south  of  Leaf  Bay.  The
Povungnituk  specimens  are  from  over  75
miles  north  of  this  point.  The  species  is
known  north  of  Povungnituk  in  the  western
Arctic,  however.

Coregonus artedi Lesueur, Cisco, cisco. Figure
3.

Collections:  NMC63-171  (1);  NM(C63-220
(11);  NMC63-225  (1);  NMC63-229  (2).

This  species  has  apparently  been  known
north  only  to  Fort  Chimo,  in  Quebec.  The
Povungnituk  specimens  are  from  over  130
miles  north  of  that  point.  The  species  is
known  to  range  further  north  than  Povung-
nituk  in  central  Arctic  Canada.

Coregonus  clupeaformis  (Mitchell),  LaKe
WHITEFISH, corégone de lac. Figure 8.

Collections:  NMC63-171  (1);  NMC63-176
(3);  NMC63-177  (9);  NM0C63-178  (4);
NMC63-180  (5);  NMC63-204  (6);  NMC
63-220  (1);  NMC63-229  (1);  NMC  63-236
(104);  NMC63-239  (1).

The northernmost Quebec record appears
to  be  the  lower  Leaf  River.  The  Povung-
nituk  specimens  recorded  here  extend  the
known  Quebec  range  over  75  miles  further
north.  The  species  does  occur  further  north
than  Povungnituk  in  the  western  Arctic.
This  species  is  being  commercially  caught
in  Richmond  Gulf  by  Eskimos  with  Depart-
ment  of  Northern  Affairs’  cooperation.

OsMERIDAE
Mallotus  villosus  (Miller),  caPetin,  capelan.
Collections:  NMC63-220  (60).
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About  a  thousand  capelin  were  caught  in
one  overnight  set  of  a  30x6  feet  panel  of  3-
inch mesh; 60 were kept.

EsoctpaE
Esox lucius Linnaeus, NORTHERN PIKE, grand

brochet.
Collections:  NMC63-238  (2).

Pike  were  reported  in  Clearwater  Lake,
inland  from  Richmond  Gulf.

CATOSTOMIDAE
Catostomus catostomus (Forster), LONGNOSE

SUCKER, Meunier.
Collections:  NMC63-166  (1);  NMC63-176
(4);  NMC63-178  (4);  NMC63-180  (1);
NMC63-221  (29);  NMC63-222  (2);  NMC
63-237 (1).

The  most  northerly  record  previously
reported  appears  to  be  that  of  Dunbar  and
Hildebrand  (1952)  for  the  Leaf  River.  The
Povungnituk  specimens  reported  here  are
at least 75 miles north of this point.

CyYPRINIDAE
Rhinichthys cataractae (Valenciennes), LONG-

NOSE DACE, goujon a long nez.
Collections:  NMC63-213  (27);  NMC63-221

(13).
The  upper  lip  and  lower  fins  of  the  Deer

River  specimens  were  red.  The  Nastopoka
River  specimens,  though  not  constituting  a
northern  record  (they  extend  north  in  the
interior  to  Whale  River  (Power  and  Oliver,
1961),  are  further  north  on  the  Hudson  Bay
coast than previous records.
Couesius  plumbeus  (Agassiz),  LAKE  CHUB,

méné de lac.
Collections:  NMC63-239  (1).
Notropis sp.
Collections:  NMC63-239  (1).

GADIDAE
Gadus  ogac  Richardson,  GREENLAND  cop,

ogac. Figure 6.
Collections:  NMC63-162  (1);  NMC  63-
164  (8);  NMC63-165  (16);  NMC  63-167
(22);  NMC63-168  (6);  NMC63-172  (4);
NMC63-179  (4);  NMC63-197  (8);  NMC
63-201  (26);  NMC  63-206  (4);  NMC  63-120-
S  (skeleton  on  beach);  NMC63-212  (1);
NMC63-214  (2);  NMC  63-233  (3);  NMC
63-245 (13).

This  was  one  of  the  most  commonly
caught  marine  species.  Its  numbers  might
well  provide  the  basis  for  local  fisheries.
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INZa,

,  360  mm  in  standard  length,  from  NMCSalvelinus namaycush’A lake charr.
63-208, a lake on Broughton Island.

Figure 2.

Coregonus  artedi,  262  mm  in  standard  length,  from  NMGC63-171,  a
stream at Povungnituk.

]A ciscoFIGuRE 3.
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Figure  4.  Tottenham  Bay,  Broughton  Island,  site  of  collections  NMC63-206—gill  net  in
25  feet  of  water,  sand,  out  from  lefthand  man—Gadus  ogac,  Myoxocephalus  scorpius,
Lumpenus  fabricii  and  NMC63-207  rotenone  among  boulders  with  Fucus,  near  right-
hand man—Myoxocephalus scorpioides, M. scorpius, Stichaeus punctatus.

PERCIDAE
Stizostedion  vitreum  vitreum  (Mitchell),

WALLEYE, doré jaune.
Collections:  NMC63-237  (1).

CorripAE
Myoxocephalus  quadricornis  (Linnaeus),

FOURHORN SCULPIN, chaboisseau a quatre
cornes.

Collections:  NMC63-164  (1);  NMC  63-174
(1);  NMC63-175  (1);  NMC  63-195  (11);
NMC63-196  (5);  NMC63-200  (2);  NMC63-
201  (1);  NMC63-202  (6);  NMC63-220  (10);
NMC63-229  (4);  NMC63-232  (1);  NMC
63-234 (3).

This  was  the  most  common  species  of
Myoxocephalus  caught,  scorpioides  the
rarest.  The  three  species  of  Myxocephalus
rarely may be caught in the same gill net set
(NMC63-234).  M.  quadricornis  is  generally
caught  in  more  brackish  water  (7.9-28°/00)
and in shallower depths (0-40 feet), scorpius
in  more  saline  water  (16+  to  24+:°/oo)  and

in deeper depths usually  5  to 50 feet  deep.
Myoxocephalus scorpius (Linnaeus), SHOoRT-

HORN SCULPIN, chabolsseau espines.
Collections:  NMC63-201  (2);  NMC63-203
(1);  NMC63-206  (12);  NMC63-207  (19);
NMC63-211  (2);  NMC63-214  (5);  NMC
63-220  (1);  NMC63-231  (4);  NMC63-234
(1);  NMC63-235  (8).

Myoxocephalus  scorpioides  (Fabricius),
Arctic scuLPIn, chaboisseau artique.

Collections:  NMC63-207  (2);  NMC63-217
(13);  NMC63-234  (1).

The  three  collections  of  M.  scorpioides
were  caught  in  generally  saline  water  0-15
feet deep.

Gymmnocanthus tricuspis (Reinhardt), Arctic
STAGHORN SCULPIN, tricorne arctique.

Collections:  NMC63-211  (2);  NMC63-233
Gil):

In  a  male  specimen,  NMC63-211,  there
are  bright  white  spots  on  the  abdomen,  on
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Figure  5.  Crew  of  cruise,  left  to  right,  Joe,  Lasarus,  Charlie  and  below,  Judd.

the inside of pectoral fins and on both sides
of  the pelvic  fins;  these spots  turn yellowish
on  the  posterior  of  the  body.  The  vertical
fins are striped black and yellowish; the chin
is  yellowish;  the  head and most  of  the  body
are  dark  brown;  the  pineal  region  is  white;
the  eyes  are  bronze  coloured;  the  buccal
cavity is white.

Cottus  bairdi
chabot.

Collections:  NMC63-221  (2);  NMC63-237
(3);  NMC63-240  (1).

The  Deer  River  collection  extends  the
known  coastal  distribution  considerably  to
the  north,  although  it  is  known  to  extend
almost  to  Ungava  Bay  in  central  Quebec.

Girard,  MOTTLED SCULPIN,

Cottus cognatus Richardson, sLIMyY SCULPIN,
chabot visqueux.

Collections:  NMC63-221  (35);  NMC63-240
(4).

AGONIDAE
Aspidophoroides  olrikit  Litkin,  Arctic  ALLi-

GATORFISH, poisson alligator arctique.
Collections:  NMC63-198  (1).

CYCLOPTERIDAE
Cyclopterus  lumpus  Linnaeus,

grosse poule l’eau.
Collections:  NMC63-224  (1).

This  specimen  represents  the  first  speci-
men for eastern Hudson Bay. Lumpfish were
caught  fairly  commonly  in  floating  gill  nets
set  for  Arctic  charr  in  Richmond  Gulf  by

LUMPFISH,,
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Ficure  6.  Gadus  ogac,  collection  NMC63-201,  from  east  side  of  Hopewell  Channel,
opposite  Hotchkiss  Island.  Note  the  absence  of  a  prominent  white  lateral  band  which
is found in the related species, Gadus morhun.

Figure  7.  The  motor  launch  used  on  the  cruise.
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the  Eskimo  commercial  fishing  camp  being
started  by  the  Department  of  Northern
Affairs.

STICHAEIDAE
Stichaeus  punctatus  (Fabricius),

SHANNY, stichée arctique.
Collections:  NMC63-207  (3).

These  specimens  were  brown  bodied  and
had  a  reddish  eye,  the  edge  of  dorsal  and
anal  white,  the  pectoral  and  caudal  with
red-brown  stripes,  the  anal  with  yellow  and
charcoal  stripes,  the  dorsal  yellow  brown
with  black  spots  having  yellow  ocelli,  and
the  chin  with  black  stripes.  They  represent
the first  record for  eastern Hudson Bay.

ARCTIC

Lumpenus  fabricii  (Valenciennes),  SLENDEER
EELBLENNY.

Collections:  NMC63-206  (1).

AMMODYTIDAE
Ammodytes hexapterus Pallas,  sAND LANCE,

langon d’Amérique.

Fish  From  Hupson  Bay LAG

Collections:  NMC63-195  (15);  NMC63-219
(16);  NMC63-227  (54).

GASTEROSTEIDAE
Pungitius  pungitius  (Linnaeus),  NINESPINE

STICKLEBACK, €pinoche a neuf épines.
Collections:  NMC63-195  (1);  NMC63-199
(6);  NMC63-208  (6  in  stomach  of  lake
charr);  NMC63-209  (50);  NMC63-215  (15);
NMC63-219  (23);  NMC63-226  (1);  NMC
63-227  (12);  NMC63-232  (9);  NMC  63-236
(4);  NMC63-247  (11).
Gasterosteus aculeatus Linneaus.

THREESPINE STICKLEBACK, €pinoche a trois
épines.

Collections:  NMC63-215  (8);  NMC63-216
(4);  NMC63-218  (15);  NMC63-219  (185);
NMC63-221  (2);  NMC63-226  (18);  NMC
63-227  (73);  NMC63-230  (21);  NMC  63-232
(32);  NMC63-237  (9).

The  collections  consist  mainly  of  the
semiarmata type,  with a  few of  the trachura
type.

Figure  8.  Coregonus  clupeaformis,  collection  NMC63-204,  from  mouth  of  Kikkerteluk
River.
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SUMMARY
Distribution  and  ecological  data  are  presented  from  the  1963  National

Museum  of  Canada  expedition  to  eastern  Hudson  Bay.  Twenty-eight  marine
and  freshwater  fishes  are  reported.  The  known  northern  limits  in  Quebec  of
Salvelinus  fontinalis,  Prosopium  cylindraceum,  Coregonus  artedi,  Coregonus
clupeaformis,  and  Catostomus  catostomus  are  extended.  Cyclopterus  lumpus
and  Stichaeus  punctatus  are  reported  for  the  first  time  from  eastern  Hudson  Bay.
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